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Far-UV emissions from the SL9 impacts with Jupiter 
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Abstract. Observations with the International Ul- 

traviolet Explorer (IUE) during the impacts of the 
fragments of comet D/Shoemaker-Levy 9 with Jupiter 
show far-UV emissions from the impact sites within a 
H10min time scale. Positive detections of He Lyman 
and Werner band (1230-1620•) and H-Lya emissions 
are made for impacts K and S, and marginally for P2. 
No thermal continuum is observed. The radiated far- 

UV output was >10 elergs. The He spectrum is con- 
sistent with electron collisional excitation if significant 
CH4 absorption is included. Such emissions could re- 
suit from plasma processes generated by the impacts. 
Non-thermal excitation by the high altitude entry and 
explosion shocks may also be relevant. Emissions by 
A1 + (1671_t.) and C (1657_t.)of cometsty origin are 
tentatively identified. 

I. Introduction 

During the July 1994 comet collision with Jupiter 
large amounts of mass and energy were deposited in 
the upper atmosphere. This region is easily probed in 
the far-UV (H1200-2000 •) because Rayleigh scattering 
and hydrocarbon absorption isolate it from lower alti- 
tudes, and its main H and He components have strong 
signatures at these wavelengths that have been exten- 
sively used for the past 16 years to study the auro- 
ral processes that connect the upper atmosphere with 
the magnetosphere. Auroral-like emissions from field- 
aligned currents connecting cometsty dust to the iono- 
sphere during the comet passage through the magneto- 
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sphere may have been observed with the Hubble Space 
Telescope (HST) [Clarke et al., 1995; Prangd et al., 
1995, Ip and Prangd, 1994]. 

We report in this letter spectroscopic observations 
with the IUE satellite made during the impacts of frag- 
ments K, S and P2 that show far-UV emissions by H and 
He associated with the impacts themselves. Tentative 
detections of C and A1 + emissions are also presented. 
We analyze the emissions within the context of possible 
excitation processes. These data are part of the exten- 
sive set of IUE observations of the comet collision. 

II. Observational results 

Impacts K, P2 and S were observed for H20 min cen- 
tered around impact time (Table 1). The IUE SWP 
camera functioned as an array spectrograph, with the 
long axis of the aperture nearly perpendicular to the 
spectral dispersion direction providing spatial discrim- 
ination. The aperture was centered at latitude-450 
on the approaching limb, with the spatial lines of spec- 
tra fairly tangent to the limb (Fig. 1). With the Hi" 
pointing accuracy and the telescope's H3" PSF, con- 
tamination by southern auroral emission was unlikely 
(Fig. 1). Planet background signal from scattered sun- 
light and weak dayglow hydrogen emissions [McGrath 
et al., 1989] was relatively low due to limb darkening. 

The impact emissions were extracted with a method 
for subtracting the planet background from IUE Jo- 
vian auroral data based on the spatial information and 
shown in Fig. 1 [Harris et al., 1995]. Representative 
limb spectra were also obtained with a less accurate 
method described in Fig. 2. 

The highest signal to noise ratio (s/n) was obtained 
for impact K. Combining the spectrum and the spa- 
tial extractions we identified emissions by He (H1230-- 
1620•) and H-Lya (1216•). The He signal was at 
least a 3 • detection near 1600 •, but decreased to H1 • 
at shorter wavelengths. The s/n for impact S was 
somewhat lower, and the smallest fragment P2 impact 
showed only a hint of emission around 1600 • and Lyct. 
No emissions were detected in the background expo- 
sure. A H4• feature at 1671_& appeared at the limb 
for impact K, but was not above the noise for impact 
S. We identified this emission as an A1 + resonance line. 

The spatial extractions also showed distinct C 1657• 
emissions at the limb for both K and S, with a H2.3 • 
detection for impact K (Fig. 1) though only H1.4 • for 
S. (The C feature for K appears as only a Hi •r detec- 
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Table 1. Exposure Times and Lower Limit Energies 

Fragment Expo. Start Length Impact Post-I Energy (ergs) 
(UT) (rain) time a (min) H2-Ly b H2-W H-Lya C AI + 

K 19 Jul 10:12:54 23 10:24 12 3 x 1020 I x 1020 4 • 1020 4 x 1019 6 x 1019 
P2 20 Jul 15:16:08 20 15:23 13 6 x 1019 - 1 x 102ø - - 

Background 21 Jul 14:09:46 20 ....... 
S 21 Jul 15:01:56 20 15:15 7 4 x 1020 1 x 1020 3 x 1020 2 x 10 •9 2 x 1019 

aFrom D. Yeoman$ and P. Chodas, JPL Report, Pasadena, CA, 13 Oct 1994. 
bH2-Ly (1550-1620 ]k); H2-W (1230-1300 ]k); H-Lya (1200-1230 ]k); C (1652-1662 ,•); AI + (1666-1676 

tion in the less accurate spectrum in Fig. 2.) These 
C and A1 + emissions are tentative detections. Their 

uncertainties were estimated by extracting the same 
features in the P2 and background exposures and tak- 
ing let to be the standard deviation from the mean; 
this included any fixed-pattern detector noise. Other 
emissions, such as from CO, O or S, are not apparent 
above the noise level. No continuum flux was detected, 
and a 0.002 photonscm -a sec -• •-1 upper limit is set 
at 1700 • for post-impact K. 

There are two major uncertainties in deriving emis- 
sion intensities: the location and extent of the source 

with respect to the limb and its duration. Net radi- 
ated far-UV energies detected during the exposures are 
listed in Table 1. These represent lower limits but are 
already quite large, about 10 a• ergs total (though only 
10 -7 of a i km, i gm cm -3 impactor's energy). Table 2 
lists lower limits for the integrated fluxes evaluated us- 
ing the post-impact exposure times. Determination of 
the source area is limited by the combined ~5" PSF 
of the telescope and SWP camera. The derived spatial 
FWHM of the emission features are also ~4-5", with 
the H-Lyct and the bright, narrow Ha feature at 1610 • 
appearing point-like along the dispersion. Given the low 
s/n, the source could thus range from point-like to not 
wider than ~2" or 3". Lower limit surface brightnesses 
were thus obtained for a 2" (7330km) diameter source 
and post-impact exposure times (Table 2). The tens of 
kilo-Rayleighs (kR) derived for the hydrogen emissions 
are large, similar to average auroral values, but the un- 
certainties involved could easily bring the brightnesses 
to Mega-Rayleigh values. 

III. Excitation of the H and Ha emissions 

The H and Ha emissions observed by IUE may be at- 
tributable to collisional excitation by plasma processes 
or to non-thermal shock emission. We examine briefly 
these and other mechanisms. 

Collisional excitation/plasma processes. The 
Ha spectrum resembles a spectrum collisionally excited 
by electrons if significant absorption by CH4, the dom- 
inant stratospheric component, is included (Fig. 3). 
Electrons would also produce H-Lyct emission by H2 
dissociative excitation and direct H excitation. Vari- 
ous constraints can be derived for the case of collisional 

excitation. The observed H-Lyc•/Ha Lyman-band ratio 
and the hydrocarbon absorption are similar to those 
of the Jovian aurora [Harris et al., 1995; Gladstone 
and Skinner, 1989; Livengood et al., 1990]. The ob- 
served emissions would thus result from excitation of 

H and Ha by electrons having energies in excess of a 

few tens of eV. For the K impact and 20 eV electrons of 
i cm -3 density, a column of ~6 x 10 •9 cm -a of Ha and 
of at least 10 •7 cm -a of CH4 are required. The emission 
source may have been near the altitude of the CH4 ho- 
mopause, or a higher altitude emission beyond the limb 
would have been subject to line of sight absorption from 
lower altitude CH4. 

Collisional excitation is typical of plasma processes, 
for which some information can be derived from com- 

parison with other observations. The surprising detec- 
tion by the WFPC2 camera on HST of far-UV emission 
arcs on the northern hemisphere magnetically conju- 
gate to the plume area of fragment K, as well as around 
the plume itself, showed that the impacts drove plasma 
processes lasting for an hour time scale [Clarke et al., 
1995]. Near-IR ionospheric Ha + emissions with similar 
characteristics were also imaged for impact K [McGre- 
gor, 1995]. The WFPC2 emissions decreased signifi- 
cantly in a ~10min time scale, and were ~250 kR over 
~2000x20,000 km a, an area similar to that used for the 
IUE lower limits. If the IUE and WFPC2 emissions 

were driven by the same process, considering the expan- 
sion of the plume between the IUE and WFPC2 detec- 
tions, the IUE emissions could agree with the WFPC2 
decay time scale or could accommodate instead stronger 
emission near impact time. 

To explain the WFPC2 emissions, Hill and Dessler, 
[1995] proposed a mechanism where the flow of the 
plume reentering the ionosphere and crossing magnetic 
field lines would create temporary field-aligned cur- 
rents in the ionosphere. Potential drops associated with 
these currents would accelerate particles and excite the 
ambient atmosphere. Although ~6 min of plume fall- 
back (inferred to have started ~6 min after impact from 
many IR observations) was observed for K and P2, only 
~lmin was observed for S. Therefore, to produce the 
IUE emissions, the generation of plasma effects with 
sufficient energy output may also be required for an 
earlier impact stage. The rising explosion shock and 
fireball are good candidates because their large enve- 
lope expanded through the ionosphere across magnetic 
field lines and should have carried significant ionization. 

The ionization and motion through magnetic field 
lines of the fragment entry should have also created 
ionospheric currents, but with too low an energy out- 
put to produce noticeable effects [Kellogg, 1994]. It is 
also unlikely that the IUE emissions were produced by 
perturbation of the radiation belt particles into the loss 
cone from plasma waves generated in the ionosphere, 
since more than ~20% efficiency would be needed for 
the estimated ~10 aa ergs output [Hill and Dessler, 1995]. 
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Figure 1. LEFT: Viewing geometry with the large 21ttX9" IUE aperture oriented with the spatial 1.07/tX9" lines of spectra 
"025 o to the tangent of Jupiter's limb at latitude -45 ø. Latitude aaxd longitude lines are drawn every 45 ø . Auroral ovals projecting to 
30 Jovian radii [06 magnetic field, Connerney, p.c.] plotted in dashed lines for the K and S exposures are well outside the aperture. 
RIGHT: Spatial flux extraction of the H2 Lyman-band (left) and C 1657/!• (right) emission of impact K. Spatial profiles along the 
aperture's long axis are obtained by co-adding signal in the spectral direction within a bandpass. Flux beyond the aperture edges at 
lines "045 and "065 is due to the PSF. Top panels show the profiles for the emission region and the fitted planet background (dashed 
line; extracted from the 1700-1800/!• region devoid of limb emission and saturation and scaled and shifted to match the original profile 
at the shoulder opposite to the limb); bottom panels show the resulting emission profile. Earth H-Lyc• background was subtracted 
by fitting a spatial profile derived from an average of geocoronal exposures. Fluxes correspond to the full exposure time. 

Finally, strong bursts of X-ray emission near the north- 
ern auroral regions were detected near the times of im- 
pacts K and P2 but not S [Waite et al., 1995]. The 
relative intensities of the coincident IUE emissions on 

the south disagree with these, a constraint for any pos- 
sible common plasma process. 

Excitation from other impact processes. The 
non-thermal shock formed during the early fragment en- 
try in the "01600-2000km altitude region should have 
produced (bolide) line emission by shocked atmospheric 
and ablated gases [Chevalier and $arazin, 1994]. In par- 
ticular, H-Lyc• and H2 emission are expected, although 
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Figure 2. Spectra (smoothed by 5 points) for the K, S and 
P2 impacts and background exposures (top to bottom). The K 
spectrum shows the identified emissions. The subtraction of the 
planet background (from a planet spectrum scaled to match the 
limb at "0,o1700 ]i) is somewhat inaccurate, especially above 1600 
where the reflected solar spectrum increases sharply. Geocoronal 
H-Lyc• has not been subtracted, but is quite low for K. The -[- lrr 
error bars are estimated from the noise amplitude and camera 
background level. Fluxes correspond to the full exposure time. 

Table 2. Lower Limit Fluxes and Brightnesses for 
Post-impact Exposure Times and a 2//Source Area 

Frag. Flux (photons cm -2 sec-') / Brightness 
H2-Ly H2-W H-Lya C AI + 

K 0.52/89 0.17/29 0.45/77 0.05/9 0.08/14 
S 0.99/168 0.22/37 0.49/83 0.05/8 0.06/10 

P2 0.09/15 0.13/22 

the shape of the H2 spectrum is unknown. For impacts 
K and S only altitudes above-0830 and "0650km pro- 
jected above the limb of the CH4 homopause, where it 
is not clear if the atmosphere would be dense enough 
(pressures • nanobars) to produce significant emission. 
The first precursors observed from Earth are poten- 
tial confirmation of such bolide emissions [e.g., Ham- 
reel et al., 1995]. The outgoing shock from the ener- 
getic explosion could have also produced non-thermM 
emission after reaching high altitudes [e.g., Boslough 
et al., 1994]. Chevalier and Sarazin [1994] estimated 
an energy flux for the shock front at "0500 km alti- 
tude of 1020 ergs sec -1 km -2 which is sizable given the 
large shock front area, and they inferred that the phe- 
nomenon should have extended to "02000 km altitude. 

Other possible mechanisms associated with the ob- 
served impact stages were considered and ruled out. 1) 
Excitation by direct comet-atmosphere collisions above 
"01600km should have been insignificant. 2) The ex- 
tremely bright UV thermal radiation from the ther- 
malized entry shock observed with Galileo could have 
been resonantly and fiuorescently scattered by upper 
atmospheric H and H2 (which fluoresces photons of 
A < 1100 •), but was produced so deep that all the light 
below "01450• should have been absorbed by strato- 
spheric CH4. 3) A process that seems unlikely but 
needs better assessment is excitation within the fireball 

by high-energy (;•20eV) tail electrons or by unknown 
suprathermal electrons. Sufficiently high electron den- 
sities would be needed, and it is not clear that they 
could be attained in the relatively cold (T•2000 K) fire- 
balls that were visible from Earth [e.g., Nicholson et 
al., 1995]. 4) Finally, fluorescence of solar lines by H2 
in the plumes would yield an H2 spectrum significantly 
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Figure 3. •-imp•c• spec•r• (•hin •ne) versus • pure 
or•tor• •2 spectrum excited 5• •00eV electrons (d•shed line), 
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different than observed [e.g. Feldman and Fastie, 1973; 
Jordan et. al., 1978]. The model of Gladstone [1988] for 
radiative transfer calculations of resonant scattering of 
the solar H-Lyc• line was adapted for various columns 
of H in a plume containing CH4 at the 2 x 10 -3 lower 
atmosphere C/H mixing ratio (600 zenith angle and 
3.5 x 10 • • photons cm-2 sec- • solar Lyc• flux at 1 AU). 
The contribution from this source reaches only ~10 kR 
for columns •10 •s cm -2. 

IV. Excitation of the C and A1 + emissions 

The stratosphere should be fairly transparent above 
~1450 _•, so the bright thermal emission from hot shocks 
should have reached high altitudes where it could have 
been resonantly scattered by C and A1 + ablated dur- 
ing the comet entry or in the coma. In particular, for 
the hot ~7800 K, 1.6sec, 40 km • entry shock source ob- 
served for impact G by Galileo IHord et al., 1995], C 
and A1 + columns of roughly 10 •3 and 10 • cm -• would 
be needed for a scattering source at a distance of 500 km 
to yield the brightnesses derived for impact K (with a 
correction of 720/1.6 for the emission time). The ex- 
act values depend on the geometry and Rayleigh scat- 
tering, but these columns would have a cometary ori- 
gin. The detection of A1 + would not be surprising given 
that A1 and Mg are often seen together in astrophysi- 
cal sources, and Mg + emission was detected on the G 
impact site [Noll ½t al., 1995]. (The non-detection of 
C 1561 .l. emission would be due to wavelength depen- 
dence of the thermal flux and the absorption oscilla- 
tor strength.) Another possible source of the emissions 
could be non-thermal excitation of ablated C and A1 + 

by the entry and outgoing shocks. 
Processes that were ruled out include: 1) Those in- 

volving electron excitation (require too much cometary 
A1 + and C due to large optical thickness effects). 2) 
Electron dissociative excitation of CH4 and CO (do not 
match the spectra). 3) Scattering of far-UV thermal 
emission by the early fireballs (they were relatively cold 
[Carlson e! al., 1995]). 4) Reflection of sunlight by 
dust in the plume (since no continuum was observed at 
nearby wavelengths). 5) Finally, gaseous C and A1 + in 
the plume would resonantly scatter sunlight, but mod- 
eling as done for the H-Lyc• showed that large optical 
thickness effects limit each emission to only 1-2 kR. 
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